
In the month of April 2020, our staff have started conducting online lectures 
through various platforms like WebEx, Zoom, Google meet and MS Teams etc.

 

College has conducted week
such platforms and also encouraged staff members to create e

 With great advancement in technology in recent years, digital resources for 
learning have become available and this has made learning more 
individualized, creative and dynamic. Considering this, the faculty me
take initiative to enrich teaching
 

       The online learning environments are designed to train students in open 
problem-solving activity. 
 

·       Few of the teachers have used www.menti.com to take reviews and
responses from students while teaching online.

·       E- learning: E-learning resources are used to encourage the students to be 
in touch with current facts.

·       Students are asked to search subject related reference material, scholarly e
sources while preparing for their assignments and projects.
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·       Faculty members also provide links of e-references to make them familiar 
with the use of the latest technology. 

·       LCD Projectors: As per the requirement of the course content, course in-
charges make use of LCD projectors to simplify the content through 
photographs, graphs, charts, online videos etc. 

·       This makes learning easy, appealing, interactive and interesting. 

  

·       Moodle: Some of the course in-charges make use of Moodle learning 
platform as a part of course management system to keep track of the entire 
teaching and learning process. Through the systematic and organized way it 
creates a personalized learning environment.  

  

·       Wi-Fi and Internet connectivity: Four Wi - Fi zones in the campus, access to 
internet in the laboratory and library and LAN connected campus are made 
available to refer, collect and share study materials to enrich teaching - 
learning. 

·       The college Provides E-mail Ids (G suite enabled moderncollegepube.edu.in 
Ids) to each individual staff and students which are used to communicate and 
access academic and general information. 
 

Various Links : 

Link: 

  



 

 

 



  

  

   

  

  

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 
 

 

 



 
 


